The GIANT Health Event 2022. Early bird tickets on sale now

Europe's greatest festival of Health Tech Innovation | 6-7th Dec 2022

Join us at GIANT this year and immerse yourself in Europe's greatest festival of healthcare innovation. Find inspiration from European leading innovators, and discover the advances in technology that are revolutionizing healthcare provision.

For 9 years GIANT Health has produced:

"Europe's largest and most valuable healthcare technology innovation events"

- Financial Times newspaper.

We are now an international community of nearly 300,000 people; "everybody whose business is healthcare, technology, and innovation", and GIANT Health is: "The leading magnet for innovation in healthcare" according to The BBC

GIANT 2022 is set to be our biggest event yet so don't miss out. GIANT Health event is an invaluable, cost-effective European event. Combining a real-world physical trade show and multiple conferences in central London.

Learn more about

- Digital Pharma Show
- Mental Health
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Would you like to network with 1000s and 1000s of Europe's leading healthcare and technology innovators, hospital leaders, health-sector investors, and entrepreneurs? Over 400 speakers will convene in 15+ conference at the massive GIANT Health Event, 6-7 December, 2022.

Come join us in person. Early Bird tickets are now available.

CLAIM YOUR TICKET HERE

A special promotional code which allows to save up to 25% on top is available for our subscribers: SPECIAL25

See you there!
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